Protocol conversion in Building Automation

NEW 700 Series
Intesis platforms for multi-protocol selection

700 Series is the new platform concept for Intesis Protocol Translators. This concept enables interfaces for multiple Building Automation protocols in the same hardware so, the user can pair the combination using Intesis MAPS. The process is called late configuration.

Benefits
- Reduced number of references to stock, optimizing distributor’s lead times.
- Late configuration.
- Change applications quickly with our configuration tool Intesis MAPS.
- Diagnostic and troubleshooting tools available.
- Minimize technical service requests.

Product features

Stock-Friendly
Multiple protocol combinations for each hardware.

Versatility
Flexible and agile protocol translation.

User-friendly configuration
Easy to set up with Intesis MAPS, our user-friendly configuration tool.

High capacity
Up to 3000 data points of capacity to best match your needs.

Certification
International and local certifications. Ready to be sold worldwide.
Available applications

Adapt your Protocol Translator to each project needs

Having different protocols available on the same hardware, enable multiple integration possibilities. Each one of the combinations is defined as an application.

Intesis MAPS, the configuration tool for Protocol Translators, is the instrument to select the correct application to match your project’s needs. It’s an easy process you don’t need to plan in advance.

**HMS Networks - Contact**

HMS is represented all over the world.
Find your nearest contact here:

www.hms-networks.com/contact
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